Safety 2.0
Every day, in our company, our workers run risks
that sometimes might be heading to severe accidents.
For this reason the law prescribes mandatory training sessions that should be distanced in time.
But what is “left” to every worker after a few weeks,
or worse, after a few months from the training?
How “safely” do they behave? Which are the risks
involved, both for the worker and the company?
It is impossible to think of gathering the personnel
in a classroom every day, the costs involved would
be unbearable and this would damage the normal
production activities.

Safety 2.0 is born to avoid all this, a continuous education system that provides the necessary training
directly to the department, to each worker, using
specific material for each job, using sessions that
last just a few minutes and certifying their visualization by each collaborator.
Every user logs into the system using the appropriate stations in the company. Each one registers
using his badge, having access to the training material: videos, newsletters, job descriptions and the
use and maintenance manuals for the machineries
in order to ALWAYS act safely.
Lasting for a maximum of a few minutes, and using
a combination and integration of cartoons, data
sheets and clips, our videos explain how to work
avoiding dangerous situations for ourselves and
other people.
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Safety 2.0
m Need!

m Solution?

m Safety 2.0

To train and to keep every employee To always have specific education material on
updated on safety matters, integrating jobs and risks available for every worker. To
the mandatory training, which is sel- supply contents on a daily base.
dom forgotten, WITHOUT SLOWING
DOWN THE PRODUCTION.

Thanks to the specifically structured and captivating
multimedia contents, lasting for a maximum of 3 minutes
each, Safety2.0 is the ideal system to keep every worker
updated WITHOUT SLOWING DOWN THE PRODUCTION.

To always have available at any time To certify, always, every single training sesthe certifications related to each train- sion by precisely filing the data.
ing session.

Every user has access to Safety2.0 through a personal
badge. The system records the access and what has
been seen, sending a report both in “excel” format for
the needed statistics and in pdf for the filing on a monthly
base. Each document is filed in our servers too.

To keep sensitivity “high” on safety To periodically plan the classroom training Safety2.0 makes always available the updated multimeand constant knowledge on the mat- session.
dia material, tracking on its servers every single modifiter.
cation.
To make the job sheet, the newsletters,
the instructions related to the machine
tools available to each person.

To create copies of all the documentation, to Safety2.0 can be set up and customized according to the
distribute, to file and to verbalize the orders need of every company, in order to have all the needed
performed.
information material available.

To take advantage of the tariff rate With a “discount” called “oscillation for prereduction that INAIL considers for the vention” (OT/24), INAIL rewards those comcompanies investing in safety.
panies improving their hygiene and safety
conditions on the working areas in addition
to the minimum ones prescribed by the regulation on the matter (legislative decree 81/2008
and following amendments and integrations).

Safety2.0 helps to reach the requisites prescribed in order to obtain the benefit. The reduction can vary, according to the number of workers, from a minimum of 5% to
a maximum of 28%.

To invest in ETHICAL values, paying To actually take action in order to improve Safety2.0, strengthening the competences on safety, preattention to safety, integrity and life of the safety and the quality of the life of the re- vents the workers from having dangerous behaviors for
the workers.
sources.
them and others.
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